


Dimensions are in inches.  

ANSI B16.5 Class 150 Forged Flanges

(a)-  Bolt hole diameter 1/8 in. larger than bolt diameter.

                    Lap Joint

                 Weld Neck

                Socket Weld                            Blind

                  Threaded                        Slip-On
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ABOUT US

  This company has been formed with a long acquaintance of its managers and  
 intends to expand its activities by offering products with valid international
standards for self-sufficiency of the above products

 Petro Tajhiz Soheil Company, by establishing its commercial offices and factory in

 Sarayan Industrial Zone (South Khorasan), has started to produce items by creating
 specialized rolling and forging systems and advanced machining, as well as having
quality control systems in hand

  Manufacturer and supplier of: 

Flanges
weld neck / blind / slip on / socket weld / orifice / lap joint / thread / etc

Industrial Static seal Gaskets
 jointing sheet gasket / ring type joint / spiral wound / flat ring gasket (full & raised face) /
rubber gasket

Forge Fittings
plugs / swage nipple / nipple / weldolet / threadolet / sockolet / nipolet / latrolet 

Piping items





ASME B16.47
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SOCKET WELD FLANGES
Socket weld flanges are a less common but equally effective
 connection for flanges which require less overall available 
 space than a traditional weld neck flange, with a  
counterbore in the center to allow for a clean weld of pipe
.into the socket

 SPADE AND SPACER
 Spades and Ring Spacers are basically the same as
 Spectacle Blinds, except that both are not attached to
each other

LONG WELDING NECK FLANGES

 Long Neck Welding (abbreviated LWN) flanges are
 similar to a standard Welding Neck flange, but the
"Neck" is considerably longer

THREADED FLANGES
 Threaded flanges, also sometimes referred to as
 companion flanges / screw flanges / NPT flanges,
 contain a female NPT thread in the center for
 connection to male NPT threaded piping. Threaded
 flanges are common when creating reducing
 connections. Other thread styles are available for
 machining, aside from the standard NPT form as
.designated by the ASME B16.5 specification





Texas	  Flange	  800-‐826-‐3801

AWWA Standard Steel-Hub Flange (175-150 psi*),
Table 3 Class D 

Note:  Hub flanges are to be used on pipe that has an OD equal to the nominal pipe size in the first column. *Pressure
rating at atmospheric temperature: sizes 4-12 in. inclusive, 175 psi; sizes larger than 12 in., 150 psi.  These flanges have the same 
OD  and drilling as ANSI/ASME B16.1 class 125 cast-iron flanges.  In sizes 24in. and smaller, they also match ANSI/ASME 
B16.5 150-psi standard for steel flanges.  
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SPIRAL WOUND GASKETS

Manufactured in Accordance with ASME B16.20
 Spiral wound gaskets made with an alternating combination of
 formed metal wire and soft filler materials form a very effective
 seal when compressed between two flanges. A v-shaped crown
 centered in the metal strip acts as a spring, giving gaskets
greater resiliency under varying conditions

FLAT GASKETS
 Flat gaskets provide the static sealing of two flat sealing.
surfaces
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FORGE FITTINGS
 Forged fittings are used to connect, branch, blind or route
 small diameter piping systems (generally, below 4 inches).
 Contrary to butt weld fittings, which are manufactured from
 pipes and plates, forged fittings are produced by forging and
machining steel

FORGED ELBOW
 Forged elbows are used to change the direction of the
 piping system by 45 or 90 degrees. Forged elbows are
 manufactured according to ASME B16.11 in various
 material grades, either with socket weld or threaded pipe
connections

FORGED TEE
Forged Tees are used to branch a pipe at 90 degrees

 A forged equal tee features identical bore size for 
 the header and the branched pipe; a reducing tee 
has two different bore sizes

FORGED CAPS
 Cap is mainly used for the heat treatment and
welding process

FORGED PIPE PLUG

 Forged plugs are available with round, squared
or hexagonal head and are used to blind pipes
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